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 16 

ABSTRACT 17 

A promising approach for bioaccumulation assessment with reduced animal use is the 18 

prediction of bioconcentration factors (BCFs) using in vitro biotransformation data. However, it 19 

has been recognized that the BCFs predicted using current models often are in poor 20 

agreement with experimental BCFs. Furthermore, extrahepatic biotransformation (e.g. in gill 21 

or GIT) is usually not accounted for.  22 

Here, we compare two BCF prediction models: a simple one-compartment and a more 23 

advanced multi-compartment model. Both models are implemented in a two-in-one calculation 24 

tool for the prediction of BCFs using in vitro data. Furthermore, both models were set up in a 25 

way that in vitro data for extrahepatic biotransformation can be easily considered, if desired. 26 

The models differ in their complexity: the one-compartment model is attractive because its 27 

simplicity, while the multi-compartment model is characterized by its refined closeness to 28 

reality. A comparison of the results shows that both models yield almost identical results for 29 

the presently evaluated cases with plausible physiological data. For regulatory purposes, there 30 

is thus no reason not to use the simple one-compartment model. However, if it is desired to 31 

represent special in vivo characteristics, e.g. first-pass effects or the direct GIT-to-liver blood 32 

flow, the multi-compartment model should be used.  33 

 34 
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1. INTRODUCTION 37 

Evaluation of the bioaccumulation potential of chemicals is one crucial aspect for 38 

environmental risk assessment. Commonly, the bioaccumulation potential of a chemical is 39 

quantified via the fish bioconcentration factor (BCF). The BCF corresponds to the steady-state 40 

concentration of the chemical in the organism divided by that in the surrounding water phase. 41 

Determination of the BCF for a certain chemical can be either performed experimentally via a 42 

fish test or theoretically via the application of prediction models (Arnot and Gobas 2003, Arnot 43 

and Gobas 2006). A very simple prediction ‘model’ that was first proposed by Neely et al. 44 

(Neely et al. 1974) calculates a chemical’s BCF based on its hydrophobicity (expressed by 45 

means of the octanol-water partition coefficient KOW), but these predictions fail when organic 46 

compounds are actively metabolized in fish. More advanced prediction models thus calculate 47 

the BCF from uptake and elimination rate constants. Such prediction models can be helpful 48 

tools for bioaccumulation assessment, especially for high throughput assessments under 49 

REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals). The application 50 

of prediction models could serve as an intermediate step between the partition-based first tier-51 

assessment and the animal test as second tier in bioaccumulation assessment. 52 

A particular important parameter in the prediction models is elimination of the chemical via 53 

biotransformation inside the organism, because rapid biotransformation can reduce the BCF 54 

significantly. In contrast to other elimination processes, the rate of biotransformation cannot be 55 

estimated readily from the physico-chemical properties of the compound. Instead, the current 56 

method of choice is to perform in vitro biotransformation studies and to predict the 57 

corresponding in vivo kinetics from the generated data (in vitro-in vivo-extrapolation). However, 58 

when prediction results are compared with in vivo bioconcentration tests, significant 59 

discrepancies are often reported (Nichols et al. 2013, Fay et al. 2014, Laue et al. 2014). The 60 

reasons for these discrepancies are still unclear. In this manuscript, we evaluate two modeling-61 

related issues that might contribute to the observed discrepancies. 62 

Different models can be used for bioaccumulation prediction: simpler models that need less 63 

input information and are easy-to-use or more complex models that represent the in vivo reality 64 
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more accurately. Examples for a more accurate depiction of the in vivo reality are the 65 

representation of the important sites of biotransformation separated from the rest of the fish 66 

and under consideration of their physiological features. Classically, the liver is assumed to be 67 

the major site of biotransformation (Binder et al. 1984). However, from the literature it is known 68 

that certain extrahepatic tissues like gills and the intestinal cells of the gastro-intestinal tract 69 

(GIT) can also exhibit biotransformation capacity (Barron et al. 1989, Gomez et al. 2010). 70 

Recently, the awareness of the impact of extrahepatic biotransformation has increased and 71 

first studies investigating biotransformation in gill or GIT tissues are available (Stadnicka-72 

Michalak et al. 2018). When gills and GIT are to be considered as additionally important sites 73 

of biotransformation, new questions arise. The first question is whether a first-pass effect in 74 

the gills may affect the resulting BCF. In contrast to the intensively studied first-pass effect in 75 

GIT and liver of mammals following oral administration (Pond and Tozer 1984), less is known 76 

about the first-pass in fish gills following chemical uptake via ventilation. However, it was shown 77 

for non-steady-state condition that a first-pass effect in fish occurs after chemical uptake via 78 

the gills when biotransformation in the gills is so fast that the chemical is already eliminated 79 

before it reaches the rest of the body (Levine and Oris 1999). The second question is whether 80 

the fact that biotransformation in GIT tissue and liver occurs in sequential order and not in 81 

parallel have an influence on the BCF.  82 

We intend to address these questions in the present manuscript by providing a direct 83 

comparison of two models. The first model is the simplest model possible: a one-compartment 84 

model that neglects any complicating factors (e.g. blood flow limitation). The second one is a 85 

more complex model that we developed with the purpose of representing the parallel acting 86 

biotransformation activities of liver and GIT as well as the potential first-pass effect in the gills. 87 

It considers the metabolically active organs (liver, gills, GIT) as compartments separate from 88 

the rest of the body and represents blood flow to all metabolically active tissues in the correct 89 

order. We evaluate possible differences in the outcome of both models by applying them to 90 

identical, generic scenarios.  91 
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Both models are implemented in our supporting ‘B-compass fish’ (bioaccumulation one-/multi-92 

compartment steady state model) calculation tool so that the results of both models can be 93 

compared directly. Note that both models can use information on biotransformation in liver, 94 

gills and GIT but do not have to – i.e. both models can also be used if only information on 95 

biotransformation in one or two tissues is available. Furthermore, both models were set up to 96 

allow for consideration of chemical uptake via GIT and, thus, allowing BAFs to be predicted. 97 

In this work, however, we will focus exclusively on the application for BCF prediction (water 98 

exposure only).   99 
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2. METHODS/THEORY 100 

2.1 Model structure 101 

At first, we start with defining the processes that need to be accounted for in the models. In the 102 

BCF-scenario, contamination of the organism occurs only via ventilation. Accordingly, the only 103 

uptake process that needs to be considered is uptake via ventilation. In contrast, elimination 104 

occurs via ventilation, biotransformation in liver, gills and GIT and via fecal egestion. Dilution 105 

due to growth has been considered as an additional elimination process in models that have 106 

been used for comparison with experimental BCF data. This has recently been put into 107 

question by Gobas and Lee (Gobas and Lee 2019) because the performed growth correction 108 

violates the mass balance and neglects that the respiration rate (and by this chemical uptake) 109 

also increases with increasing fish size. Furthermore, BCFs should preferably be determined 110 

in non- or slow-growing animals anyway (OECD 2012). We thus do not consider growth in the 111 

here presented models.  112 

As mentioned above, we use two models for BCF prediction: a one-compartment model and a 113 

steady-state multi-compartment model. In the one-compartment model, the whole organism is 114 

assumed to be a single well-mixed compartment with a homogeneous concentration. All kinetic 115 

processes apply to this whole-body concentration, hence they are assumed to act in parallel. 116 

The whole-body biotransformation rate constants used in this model do not account for blood 117 

flow limitation. However, when extrapolating in vitro biotransformation data to whole-body 118 

biotransformation rate constants with the approach established by Nichols and coworkers 119 

blood flow limitation is already accounted for (Nichols et al. 2006). Strictly thinking, this 120 

procedure already adds a level of complexity and goes beyond the concept of a pure one-121 

compartment model, because the existence of flow limitation requires the presence of liver and 122 

rest of the body as two separate units with disequilibrium between them. For better 123 

discrimination, we thus suggest to use the term ‘quasi-one-compartment model’ for one-124 

compartment models using flow limited biotransformation rate constants. Note that this quasi-125 

one-compartment modeling approach currently is the most commonly used one in the context 126 

of BCF prediction based on in vitro information for biotransformation (Gomez et al. 2010, 127 
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Nichols et al. 2013, Fay et al. 2014, Laue et al. 2014, Nichols et al. 2018). Expansion of the 128 

quasi-one-compartment model so that extrahepatic biotransformation is considered is 129 

possible, but the in vivo complexity with first-pass effects in the gills and the sequential 130 

biotransformation activities of GIT and liver cannot be represented easily in this modeling 131 

approach. In terms of complexity but also with respect to the expected quantitative outcome, 132 

the quasi-one-compartment model will always be an intermediate between the two ‘extreme’ 133 

modeling scenarios described above. We therefore decided to study the extreme endpoints on 134 

this scale of differently complex modeling approaches because we considered this to be the 135 

most informative evaluation with respect to the possibly different outcomes. 136 

Figure 1 provides a conceptual overview of the different types of models. We also included the 137 

scheme of the mentioned quasi-one-compartment model, although this model variant is not 138 

considered any further. Note that the only difference between the one-compartment and the 139 

quasi-one-compartment model is the use of whole-body biotransformation rate constants that 140 

already consider blood flow limitation in the quasi-one-compartment model.  141 

 142 

Figure 1: Conceptual overview of the different kinds of models. 143 

The second model that we evaluate in this study explicitly considers four different 144 

compartments. These are gills, liver, GIT and rest of the body (called ‘others’ in Figure 1). 145 

Exchange between these compartments occurs via blood flow. All elimination processes, i.e. 146 

biotransformation in gills, liver, GIT, fecal egestion from GIT and elimination via ventilation from 147 

the gills, apply to the corresponding tissue concentrations instead of the whole-body 148 
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concentration. For calculation of the BCF, the steady-state concentrations in the four 149 

compartments are calculated separately and, using the corresponding volumes, combined to 150 

the whole-body steady-state concentration. We thus call this model a steady-state multi-151 

compartment model. 152 

 153 

2.2 Mathematics 154 

Both models rely on mass-balance approaches and are implemented in the supporting ‘B-155 

compass fish’ excel tool.  156 

2.2.1 One-compartment model 157 

For the one-compartment model, the mass balance for the organism expressed in words (for 158 

the mathematical equations see SI section 1a) is as follows  159 

𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒160 

= 𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖161 

− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖   162 

− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖163 

− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖164 

− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖165 

− 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 166 

 167 

For steady-state conditions, this approach yields the following equation for BCF calculation (for 168 

details see SI section 1a): 169 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜−𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐. =  
𝑢𝑢1

(𝑢𝑢𝑉𝑉 + 𝑢𝑢𝐵𝐵,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 + 𝑢𝑢𝐵𝐵,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝑢𝑢𝐵𝐵,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 + 𝑢𝑢𝐿𝐿)
  

 

(1) 

Here, k1 is the ventilation uptake rate constant from the surrounding water (LW/kgfish/d) , kV is 170 

the whole-body elimination rate constant via ventilation (also called branchial elimination rate 171 

constant) in 1/d, kB,GILLS is the whole-body gill biotransformation rate constant (1/d), kB,LIVER is 172 

the whole-body hepatic biotransformation rate constant (1/d), kB,GIT is the whole-body GIT 173 
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biotransformation rate constant (1/d) and kE is the whole-body fecal egestion rate constant 174 

(1/d). 175 

Note that a BCF calculated using eq. (1) is based on freely dissolved chemical concentration 176 

in the surrounding water. However, it is also possible to calculate BCFs based on total chemical 177 

concentration. For details, see SI section 1c. B-compass fish provides both BCFs as output. 178 

2.2.2 Steady-state multi-compartment model 179 

For the multi-compartment model, the chemical in the whole organism is calculated as the sum 180 

of the chemical in the different compartments: 181 

𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒182 

= 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒183 

+ 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑒𝑒𝑜𝑜 𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 184 

For the different compartments, separate mass balance approaches are formulated. Details 185 

and the resulting equation for BCF calculation can be found in section 1b and 1c of the SI. 186 

 187 

2.3 Input data 188 

2.3.1 General 189 

Both presented BCF prediction models require information on the partition properties of the 190 

chemical and on the physiological parameters of the animal. The required partition coefficients 191 

can be either calculated using poly-parameter free energy relationships (ppLFERs) (Endo et 192 

al. 2013) or they can be deduced from log KOW-correlations. Our method of choice for prediction 193 

of partition coefficients is the more accurate ppLFER-approach (Endo et al. 2013), however, 194 

the prediction using log KOW correlations is more frequently used. We thus focus on the latter 195 

one in the main text, details for the ppLFER approach are provided in the SI (section 2a). The 196 

implementation into the B-compass fish tool is provided for both approaches. 197 

An overview how the required partition information is calculated from KOW can be found in 198 

Table 1. For these calculations, it is assumed that the octanol-water partition coefficient 199 

multiplied with an adjustment factor of 0.05 is able to describe partitioning into proteins and 200 
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that the octanol-water partitioning without any adjustment factor is a suitable surrogate to 201 

describe partitioning into lipids. 202 

 203 

Table 1: Calculation of the required partition information using KOW correlations 204 

Parameter Symbol (unit) Equation or value reference 

unbound 

fraction in in 

vitro assay 

fu,assay  

(unitless) 

wassay

wassay + proteinassay ∗ 0.05KOW + lipidassay ∗ KOW
 

(Lee et al. 

2017) 

unbound 

fraction in 

blood 

fu,blood 

(unitless) 
wblood

wblood + proteinblood ∗ 0.05KOW + lipidblood ∗ KOW
 

(Lee et al. 

2017) 

blood-water 

partition 

coefficient 

Kblood/water 

(mLwater/mLblood) 
wblood + proteinblood ∗ 0.05KOW + lipidblood ∗ KOW 

adapted 

from (Lee 

et al. 

2017) 

organism-

water 

partition 

coefficient 

Korganism/water 

(mLwater/mLorganism) 
lipidorganism ∗ KOW  

 205 

The water, protein and lipid contents of the assay (wassay, proteinassay and lipidassay) are 206 

calculated from the used S9 or cell concentration and the water, protein and lipid contents of 207 

blood (wblood, proteinblood and lipidblood) can be found in literature (for details see SI section 2b). 208 

The lipid content of the organism (lipidorganism) is assumed to be 5 %.  209 

The models also need physiological parameters comprising scaling factors. Due to the lack of 210 

published scaling factors for GIT S9 and gill S9, we use the S9 content of liver as surrogate. 211 

Furthermore, the models need the bodyweight of the modeled fish and the modeled 212 

temperature as input data. The temperature is required in the algorithm for prediction of the 213 

fecal egestion rate constant kE (see Table 2) and for prediction of the cardiac output that is 214 

needed for representation of blood flow limitation in the multi-compartment model. 215 

Temperature-dependencies of other input data (e.g. the partition coefficients) are not 216 
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accounted for because algorithms for temperature-dependent predictions of these data are not 217 

available yet. For all calculations presented here, we use a fish bodyweight (mbody) of 10 g with 218 

5 % lipid and a temperature (T) of 15 °C. A list of all required physiological parameters can be 219 

found in SI section 2b in table S5. 220 

Besides that, information on the uptake and elimination processes is needed. In the following, 221 

we present how the kinetic information is derived that is needed for each model. 222 

 223 

2.3.2 One-compartment model 224 

The input parameters required for the one-compartment model are the whole-body rate 225 

constants for uptake and elimination. The uptake rate constant k1, the whole-body ventilation 226 

elimination rate constant kV and the whole-body fecal egestion rate constant kE can be 227 

estimated from published empirical equations (see Table 2). Among these, the uptake rate 228 

constant k1 is often regarded as a source of noteworthy uncertainty; we thus offer two variants 229 

for estimation of k1 in B-compass fish: one from Arnot and Gobas (Arnot and Gobas 2003) and 230 

the other from Sijm et al (Sijm et al. 1995). By default, the k1 algorithm from Sijm et al. (Sijm et 231 

al. 1995) which is also referred to in the current OECD 305 document is preselected in B-232 

compass fish. 233 

Table 2: Used equations for estimation of k1, kV and kE  234 

Parameter Symbol (unit) Equation or value reference 

uptake rate 

constant 

k1 (LW/kgfish/d) 
520 ∗ mbody

−0.32  or  1

  �0.01+ 1
KOW

�∗�
mbody
1000 �

0.4
  
 

(Sijm et al. 

1995) or 

(Arnot and 

Gobas 

2003) 

whole-body 

ventilation rate 

constant 

kV (1/d) 
k1

 Korganism/water  
 

(Arnot and 

Gobas 

2003) 

whole-body 

fecal egestion 

rate constant 

kE (1/d) 0.125 ∗ (0.02 ∗ (mbody/1000) − 0.15 ∗ e0.06T)
5.1 ∗ 10−8 ∗ KOW + 2

 

(Arnot and 

Gobas 

2003) 

 235 
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The whole-body liver, gill and GIT biotransformation rate constants are derived via 236 

extrapolation of corresponding in vitro information. For the example of in vitro assays with S9 237 

material (either isolated from liver, GIT or gills), we extrapolate in two steps (Krause and Goss 238 

2018). The first one is the extrapolation from assay to blood clearance without flow limitation 239 

CLblood w/o flow lim (mLblood/h/gfish): 240 

𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏 𝑤𝑤/𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 =
𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏  
𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑢𝑢𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏   

∗ 𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑙𝑙𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜 ∗
𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺9 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐

𝐵𝐵𝐺𝐺9 𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
∗

 𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏

 

 

(2) 

The second one is the extrapolation to the needed whole-body biotransformation rate constant 241 

(1/h): 242 

𝑢𝑢𝐵𝐵,𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = 𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏 𝑤𝑤/𝑜𝑜 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑤𝑤 𝑏𝑏𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 ∗
𝐾𝐾𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑏/𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣

𝐾𝐾𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐/𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣
  

 

(3) 

Here, CLblood w/o flow lim (mLblood/h/gfish) is the bodyweight-normalized blood clearance due to 243 

biotransformation in liver, gills or GIT without flow limitation, 𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏 

𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑏𝑏  
 is the ratio of unbound 244 

fractions in blood and assay (unitless), kin vitro is the rate constant determined in the liver, GIT 245 

or gill S9 in vitro assay (1/h), CS9 in assay is the S9 concentration used in the in vitro assay 246 

(mgS9/mLassay), CS9 in organism is the S9 concentration in body in mgS9/gfish (given by the S9 content 247 

of the respective tissue and the respective tissue weight as fraction of bodyweight),  𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

𝑤𝑤𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
 is 248 

the ratio of water contents in assay and blood � 𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤/𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝑤𝑤𝑎𝑎𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤/𝑐𝑐𝐺𝐺𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

 �, kB,LIVER or GILLS or GIT is the liver, 249 

gills or GIT whole-body biotransformation rate constant (1/h) and Kblood/water and Korganism/water are 250 

the blood-water and organism-water partition coefficients of the chemical (mLwater/mLblood and 251 

mLwater/gorganism). Note that the ratio Kblood/water and Korganism/water corresponds to the inverse of the 252 

‘volume of distribution’, how the organism-blood partition coefficient is often called. A density 253 

of the organism of 1 g/mL is assumed. Note that instead of this two-step extrapolation 254 

procedure one could also extrapolate directly from assay to whole organism (see SI section 2c 255 

and (Krause and Goss 2018)). We decided to provide the two-step extrapolation here because 256 
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this is the commonly used procedure. A detailed discussion of the manifold extrapolation paths 257 

can be found in a recent paper (Krause and Goss 2018).  258 

For in vitro assays with cells instead of S9 material, the equation for extrapolation is analogue 259 

but uses cell concentrations instead of S9 concentrations (see SI section 2d).  260 

 261 

2.3.3 Steady-state multi-compartment model 262 

In multi-compartment model, the required uptake and elimination rate constants refer to the 263 

tissue concentrations instead of whole-body concentration. For doing so, the rate constants 264 

are principally calculated as presented above but need to be modified in their normalizations 265 

(see SI section 2e for details). Alternatively, the required biotransformation rate constants 266 

could also be calculated directly using a correspondingly adjusted extrapolation procedure 267 

(see SI section 2e). 268 

Furthermore, the multi-compartment model represents compound exchange between the 269 

different organs via transport with blood flow. Accordingly, organ blood flow rates are required 270 

as additional input parameters. These organ blood flow rates are calculated from the cardiac 271 

output that is given by the allometric formula (0.23 ∗ T - 0.78) ∗ (mbody/500)-0.1 ∗ 24 from Erickson 272 

and McKim (Erickson and McKim 1990). In the B-compass fish tool, we provided rainbow trout 273 

specific default values for all parameters that are additionally required for application of the 274 

multi-compartment model (see SI section 2f for further details). By this, the user can apply the 275 

multi-compartment model without any additional effort. 276 

 277 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 278 

3.1 Differences between the models and outlook on the expected consequences 279 

As mentioned above, the one-compartment model neglects any blood flow limitation effects. 280 

Accordingly, the one-compartment model is expected to yield lower BCFs than the multi-281 

compartment model in case of fast intrinsic biotransformation. This potential error would not 282 

lead to a worst case assessment and may therefore not appear acceptable from the regulative 283 
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perspective. However, a strong blood flow limitation is only likely to happen for chemicals with 284 

fast biotransformation which are less likely to be bioaccumulative in the first place. 285 

Above we also stressed that the multi-compartment approach allows the first-pass effect in the 286 

gills to be taken into account and represents the direct GIT-to-liver blood flow. Due to the first-287 

pass effect lower chemical concentrations in the rest of the body and, by this, lower BCFs 288 

might result. The consequences of the direct GIT-to-liver blood flow can also be anticipated: 289 

In case GIT biotransformation leads to a notable reduction of the chemical concentration, the 290 

subsequent hepatic biotransformation applies to a lower blood concentration. Accordingly, the 291 

amount of chemical that is eliminated via hepatic biotransformation in the multi-compartment 292 

model can be lower than in the one-compartment model. The combined effect of these 293 

processes cannot be generally predicted a priori; we thus evaluated the combined effects via 294 

a systematic comparison of both models for varying input parameters covering a realistic 295 

range. 296 

 297 

3.2 Comparison of BCFs calculated for varying input parameters 298 

For a comparison of the models, we considered scenarios with varying input parameters. The 299 

parameters that were varied are the following: 300 

- hepatic biotransformation rate constant 301 

- gill biotransformation rate constant 302 

- GIT biotransformation rate constant 303 

- hydrophobicity 304 

To evaluate the impact of the different biotransformation kinetics, we calculated the BCFs with 305 

both models for slow, intermediate and fast biotransformation rate constants (0.1 h-1, 1 h-1 and 306 

10 h-1) (Halder et al. 2018). Furthermore, we varied the octanol-water partition coefficient of 307 

the chemical as a measure of hydrophobicity (log KOW of 4.5, 5.5 and 6.5). 308 

Note that, to better illustrate the influence of a certain parameter on the result, we varied only 309 

one parameter at a time and used fixed ‘standard’ values for the other parameters. These 310 

‘standard’ values were log KOW = 5.5, and in vitro cell assay rate constants of khep-assay = 0.1 h-311 
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1, kgill-assay = 0.1 h-1, kGIT-assay = 0.1 h-1. For fish bodyweight and holding temperature fixed values 312 

were used for all calculations, these were 10 g (with 5 % lipid) and 15 °C. The uptake via 313 

ventilation is predicted using the k1 algorithm from Arnot and Gobas (Arnot and Gobas 2003). 314 

The results are compared as BCFs based on freely dissolved chemical concentrations (Table 315 

3) and are shortly discussed in the following. 316 

Table 3: Comparison of BCFs calculated with the one-compartment and the multi-compartment model for varying 317 

input parameters  318 

varied input parameter 
resulting BCFs [L/kg] 

one-compartment 
model 

multi-compartment 
model 

hepatic biotransformation 

rate constant [1/h] 

0.1 2570 2578 

1 1032 1066 

10 148 208 

GIT biotransformation rate 

constant [1/h] 

0.1 2570 2578 

1 877 919 

10 116 183 

gill biotransformation rate 

constant [1/h] 

0.1 2570 2578 

1 525 525 

10 59 59 

log KOW of the chemical 

[L/L] 

4.5 1013 1014 

5.5 2570 2578 

6.5 3042 3053 

 319 

The first result for varying hepatic biotransformation is really intuitive: The higher the hepatic 320 

biotransformation rate constant, the lower the resulting BCFs. Independently of the used 321 

hepatic biotransformation constant, the one-compartment model always yields lower BCFs 322 

than the multi-compartment model (Table 3). This result matches the expectations: Because 323 

the one-compartment model neglects any blood flow limitation, the elimination via 324 

biotransformation is slightly higher than in the other model where flow limitation is accounted 325 

for. The differences between the calculated BCF values are rather small for slow and 326 

intermediate hepatic biotransformation rate constants, but for the fast hepatic 327 

biotransformation rate constant the difference increases (30 % lower than the BCF calculated 328 
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with the multi-compartment model). The reason for this observation is that blood flow limitation 329 

becomes most important in case of fast biotransformation.  330 

The same can be observed for GIT biotransformation: For the slow and intermediate GIT 331 

biotransformation rate constant, the differences between the models again are rather small 332 

and the one-compartment model yields lower BCFs. For the fast GIT biotransformation rate 333 

constant, the differences increase (roughly 40 %). The explanation again is the neglect of blood 334 

flow limitation in the one-compartment model. 335 

For gill biotransformation, the differences between the models are now small for all evaluated 336 

biotransformation rate constants (i.e. the slow, intermediate and fast biotransformation rate 337 

constant). Different than expected, the first-pass effect does not have a strong influence on the 338 

resulting BCFs. This can be explained as follows: As mentioned above gill biotransformation 339 

needs to be faster than gill blood flow for a first-pass effect to occur. However, the physiological 340 

blood flow is so fast that this situation rarely occurs. When this situation occurs, 341 

biotransformation is so fast that the resulting BCFs are already very low and no differences 342 

between the models can be observed.  343 

When one compares the impact of biotransformation in liver, GIT and gill among each other, 344 

one can notice that different BCFs result depending on whether the in vitro rate constant for 345 

liver, GIT or gill increased, e.g. a gill in vitro biotransformation rate constant of 10 h-1 yields a 346 

lower BCF then a hepatic biotransformation rate constant of 10 h-1. The reason for this is that 347 

the different scaling factors for liver, GIT and gill (cell content per g tissue and organ weight 348 

per bodyweight in this example) lead to different in vivo rate constants even when in vitro rate 349 

constants have identical values. The here presented generic analysis does not allow any 350 

conclusions on whether biotransformation in one tissue is more important than that in another 351 

tissue, because hypothetical combinations of in vitro rate constants were used. Such kind of 352 

conclusions are only possible when experimental values for the in vitro rate constants in the 353 

three tissues are available for the compound of interest (see benzo(a)pyrene example below).  354 

For varying octanol-water partition coefficients, the first and obvious result is that with 355 

increasing log KOW the calculated BCFs also increase. The relative differences between the 356 
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models for a given log KOW are small (<1 % difference) with the one-compartment model 357 

yielding slightly lower BCFs than the multi-compartment model because of blood flow 358 

limitation.  359 

 360 

3.3 Application of both models for experimental data from the literature 361 

To evaluate the performance of both models with experimental input data, we used recently 362 

published results on biotransformation of benzo(a)pyrene in liver, gills and GIT (Stadnicka-363 

Michalak et al. 2018) to predict the corresponding BCFs based on total concentration. A 364 

detailed summary of the used input data can be found in SI section 3. The uptake kinetics are 365 

calculated using the k1-algorithm from Sijm. 366 

The results of both our models using the in vitro data from the study by Stadnicka et al. 367 

(Stadnicka-Michalak et al. 2018) are presented in Table 5. 368 

Table 4: BCFs [L/kg] predicted from in vitro biotransformation data for biotransformation in liver, GIT and gills 369 

compared in comparison with the BCFs predicted with PBTK model in (Stadnicka-Michalak et al. 2018) for a 10 g 370 

fish and an experimental in vivo BCF 371 

test chemical log KOW 
CLin vitro,int 
(mL/h/106 

cells) 

predicted BCFs experimental 
in vivo BCF 

from 
(Stadnicka-
Michalak et 

al. 2018) 

one-comp. multi-comp. 

PBTK 
model from 
(Stadnicka-
Michalak et 

al. 2018)  

benzo(a)pyrene 6.13 
liver:  
GIT:  
gill:  

0.43 
0.27 
0.07 

620 624 1126 920 

 372 

For benzo(a)pyrene, the difference between the one-compartment model and the multi-373 

compartment model is small. Again, the one-compartment model yields a slightly lower BCF 374 

than the multi-compartment model because of light blood flow limitation. The BCFs predicted 375 

with the here presented models are lower than the BCF predicted by Stadnicka et al. 376 

(Stadnicka-Michalak et al. 2018). These differences can be explained as follows: i) in the 377 

literature, the extrapolation of the in vitro data was not yet performed with the revised 378 

extrapolation procedure that considers the water contents in vitro and in vivo and yields higher 379 

in vivo rate constants (Krause and Goss 2018), ii) the partition information, i.e. unbound 380 
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fractions in assay and blood and the required partition coefficients, was calculated with different 381 

algorithms and iii) slightly different physiological data was used. 382 

As an additional output, the B-compass fish calculation tool illustrates the relevance of the 383 

different elimination processes in both models in supporting graphs. The graphs rely on mass 384 

flow information and show the steady-state elimination expressed as percent of the chemical 385 

mass taken up via ventilation. Figure 2 shows the graph for benzo(a)pyrene calculated the in 386 

vitro biotransformation data from Stadnicka et al. (Stadnicka-Michalak et al. 2018). 387 

 388 

Figure 2: The pathways of benzo(a)pyrene elimination in the one-compartment model (A) and in the multi-389 

compartment model (B) expressed as percent of the chemical taken up via ventilation per day. Recently published 390 

in vitro biotransformation data for GIT, liver and gills were used. 391 

In part A of Figure 2 the results of the one-compartment model are shown. It can be seen that 392 

in this case liver and GIT contribute roughly equally to overall elimination, while gill 393 

biotransformation contributes slightly more. In the multi-compartment model, the same pattern 394 

shows (Figure 2B).  395 

3.4 ‚Reverse‘ Modeling  396 

The above presented comparisons show that the results of both models are surprisingly similar 397 

for most scenarios. From a regulatory perspective, there is thus not much justification for using 398 

the multi-compartment model. The one-compartment model should be sufficient. On this basis, 399 

one can even do some kind of ‘reverse modeling’, i.e. one can calculate how fast the whole-400 

body elimination kinetics has to be in order to keep the BCF below the threshold. Assuming 401 

that the steady-state concentration in the fish is mainly governed by ventilation (k1 according 402 
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to the Sijm algorithm (Sijm et al. 1995)) and biotransformation in only one tissue, for example 403 

the liver, one can deduce the required intrinsic biotransformation kinetics from this whole-body 404 

elimination kinetics. This procedure allows to derive the following relationship between the log 405 

KOW of a chemical and the intrinsic biotransformation rate constant (Figure 3): 406 

 407 

Figure 3: Plot of the different biotransformation rate constants that are required to keep the BCF within certain limits 408 

depending on the log KOW of the chemical. The required biotransformation rate constants differ depending on 409 

whether the BCF is based on freely dissolved chemical concentration (shaded areas) or total chemical concentration 410 

(i.e. consistent with OECD 305 guideline, filled areas).  411 

This graph shows how the BCF of a 10 g-fish with 5% body lipid is related to the intrinsic 412 

biotransformation rate constant. Note that we included both BCF ‘scenarios’ in this graph, i.e. 413 

the BCF based on freely dissolved chemical concentration (shaded areas) and the BCF based 414 

on total chemical concentration (i.e. consistent with OECD 305 guideline, filled areas). The 415 

intrinsic biotransformation rate constant reflects the capacity of hepatocytes to transform the 416 

chemical that they contain. This intrinsic biotransformation rate constant can be calculated via 417 

extrapolation from in vitro rate constants that are determined in hepatocyte or liver S9 418 

incubations. For a rough estimation, the information required for extrapolation can be summed 419 

up to ‘extrapolation factors’: intrinsic khep = 1.2 * khepassay or = 0.8 * kliverS9assay, respectively. 420 

(Assuming standard assay conditions, i.e. hepatocyte concentration = 2 * 106 cells/mL, viability 421 

= 0.85, S9 concentration = 1 mgS9/mL, total assay volume = 1 mL.) Detailed information on 422 

how these ‘extrapolation factors’ were derived can be found in section 4 of the SI. 423 

By this, Figure 3 can give a first indication whether a chemical bioaccumulates or not only from 424 

known log KOW and in vitro biotransformation kinetics, i.e. without the application of any model. 425 
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Taking into account the number of assumptions and simplifications used for derivation of this 426 

graph, we recommend using this graph only for a first orientation but not for any regulatory 427 

decisions. Furthermore, Figure 3 impressively illustrates the differences related to the question 428 

whether a BCF is determined based on total chemical concentration or freely dissolved 429 

chemical concentration in the fish tank water.  430 

Note that as mentioned above, we use the Sijm algorithm (Sijm et al. 1995) for k1 for this graph. 431 

Alternatively, one can also use other algorithms for calculation of k1 which then leads to 432 

different results (see SI section 5 for an alternative version of generated using the k1 algorithm 433 

of Arnot and Gobas (Arnot and Gobas 2003)). 434 

 435 

4. CONCLUSION 436 

The presented one-compartment and multi-compartment model for BCF prediction are 437 

implemented in the provided ‘B-compass fish’ excel tool (supporting B-compass fish.xlsm file). 438 

By this, direct comparison between the models with identical input data is possible with little 439 

effort for the user. The purpose of these comparisons was to evaluate whether the gill first-440 

pass effect or the direct GIT-to-liver blood flow that are only represented in the multi-441 

compartment model have an influence on the predicted BCF. 442 

In the here presented evaluation both models show similar results for most cases. Accordingly, 443 

the first-pass effect in the gills and the direct GIT-to-liver blood flow appear to be of minor 444 

relevance for the BCF scenario. However, the neglect of blood flow limitation in the simple one-445 

compartment model leads to underestimation of the BCF in case of fast biotransformation of 446 

the chemical. Due to the fast biotransformation, the BCFs for these cases are usually low and 447 

the underestimation of the BCF with the one-compartment model should thus not be 448 

problematic in terms of regulatory decisions. Despite the fact, that both models provide similar 449 

results especially for cases with little or no biotransformation, the multi-compartment model 450 

might be useful because it always provides a more precise result based on the given input 451 

data at no additional cost as compared to the one-compartment model.  452 

 453 
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 454 

The B-compass fish calculation tool can be downloaded for free from www.ufz.de/b-compass-455 

fish either as Kow-based version of as ppLFER-based version. Furthermore, details on the two 456 

BCF models, a complete overview of the required input data, a summary of the used 457 

experimental input data from the literature, details on the derivation of the ‘extrapolation factors’ 458 

used for the reverse modeling and the results of the reverse modeling using a different k1 459 

algorithm are provided in a supporting pdf file. 460 
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